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EQUIAFFINE DARBOUX MOTIONS WITH DOUBLE ROOTS 
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In the present paper we consider equiaffine space motions of one type only. The 
instantaneous motion of such a motion preserves a point P, a plane a and at least 
tv^o straight lines a and b, where P = a n b, a a oc, b ф a. We find all equiaffine 
space motions of this type which have only plane trajectories and all these trajectories 
are affinely equivalent (as parametrized curves). We give also explicit formulas for 
such motions. 
Let us be given two equiaffine spaces A and Л of dimension 3 with fixed frames 
^ 0 = {0,/1,/2,/з} and äo = {0,/1^/2,/з}, respectively. Let G be the group of all 
equiaffine transformations of ^ or Л, regarded as the Lie group of all matrices of 
the form g = ( ' j , where y G 5/(3, R) and Tis a column with 3 entries. 
The group G acts also as the group of equiaffine transformations from Ä to A 
by the rule g{^o) = ^o - 9- ^^ what follows, a frame will mean an equiaffine frame 
in A or Л. An equiaffine motion is a curve in G, regarded as a one-parametric 
system of equiaffine transformations from the moving space Л into the fixed space A. 
In what follows we shall always suppose a sufficient degree of differentiability. By 
a lift of an equiaffine motion g{t) we mean a set of pairs {^(t), M{t)) of frames, 
^ in ^ , ^ in Л, such that g{t) (J(>)) = ^{t). Let further {^{t), Щ)) be any lift of 
a given equiaffine motion g{t). 
Denote M' = ^(p, Ш' = Ш^, lœ = (p ~ ф, 2г] = cp -h ф. If Ä is a. fixed point 
in Л, then Ä = ШХ, where X is the column of coordinates of Ä in M. For the trajec-
tory ^(Л) of Ä in A we have g{Ä) ~ MX. Denote by O^ the operator of the /c-th 
derivative of the trajectory of a point Л expressed in the frame M and write ^(Л)^^^ = 
= IMQ^X. By differentiation we get the following formulas: 
(1) ß i = Û), ß ,+i = (со + ц) Q, + Q,{œ -ri) + Ql. 
An equiaffine motion is called a Darboux motion iïï 
a) the trajectories of all points are plane curves and not all of them are straight lines, 
b) all trajectories are affinely equivalent in the kinematical sense (with respect to the 
parameter ,̂ see [1]). 
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An equiaffine motion is a Darboux motion iff there are functions ai(r) and a2{t) 
such that (see [1]) 
(2) Q^ = oc^Qi + (/.2Q2 . 
Denote further 
. = (»• M , , = {». 0 ) . „, = (•«. « 
where coi, ^1 , ^jt are 3 x 3 matrices, (OQ,t]Q,Sj^ are 3-columns. We have always 
Tr a>i = Tr («2 = 0 because G preserves volumes. We shall also write со = (< îy), 
f] = (̂ 7,7), where i,j = 0, 1, 2, 3 and of course COQI = f]oi = 0 for Ï = 0, ..., 3. 
Substitution in (l) gives 
(3) 5. + 1 = {(Ol + ^1) 5/c + 0,(^0 - ^0) + 5b 
6)fc+i = (coi + ^1) Gf, + 0;̂ (coi - /71) + 0 ; . 
If the lift of the motion is changed, we get new forms œ and fj instead of œ and rj. 
The connection between new and old forms is 
(4) CO = h~^œh , fj = h~^f]h + h~^h', 
where h e G is the change of the lift. Denote 
1, 0̂  
J^ y. 
Then 
(5) COQ = y~\cOo + cOj^T), (b^=y~^cOiy. 
Formula (5) says that cô  can be changed to a certain canonical form (if the charac-
teristic roots of coj are real, we usually take the Jordan normal form as canonical). 
In the following we shall classify all Darboux motions for which œ^ has a double 
characteristic root. This means that after a suitable change of the parameter t co^ 
will be one of the following matrices 
(We notice that 0 cannot be a double characteristic root of coĵ .) We see that in both 
cases i) and ii) cô  is a regular matrix and so we can choose Tin (5) in such a way 
that coo = 0. This means geometrically that the motion has poloids. The instantaneous 
motion was described above. 
In the following we shall consider only lifts of g{t), for which cô  is in the canonical 
form i) or ii) and (DQ = 0. Let us start with the case i): Denote by H^ the isotropy 
group of lifts having the above mentioned properties. For h e H^ WQ then have 
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/, = Г ' ^ ) with 7 = 0 , у = 0, я, 0 , a , / ? e R , « ф О . 
V '̂ yJ \o, 0, a -V 
Now we can change the lift of the motion using the elements from H^ only, ш remains 
unchanged and rj will change according to (4) in the following way: 
(7) fjo = y ~ 4 o . fii = У'^ПхУ + У'Ч' ' 
Substitution in the second formula of (7) gives 
(8) tu = ( '72ь ^~^ßn2i + ^722. а-^?/2з 1 + 7~^7 ' -
\а^?/з1, oc\ß}]^, + а;/з2), ?/зз / 
Substitution in (3) gives 
/2 - r]2u 4 + ^7n - ?/22, - 3 A / I 3 ~ ' /2з\ 
(9) 6 ) i = w , , 0 2 = 0, 2 + //21, -3/723 h 
\ 3 ^ з ь ^31 + 3//32, 8 / 
(6^3)11 = 4 - 6//21 + 6^13^/31 + '723'731 + ^2l(';22 " ^ l l ) " Ъх , 
(вз)22 = 4 + 6//21 + ^^23^32 + '/23^31 + ^2j( ' / l l ~ ^22) + ^21 , 
(6>З)ЗЗ = --32 - 6//13//31 - 2/731/723 " ^^23^32 , 
(0з)21 = 6//23^3l " ^^21 , 
(6^3)12 = (2 + ^11 - ^722) (4 + ^11 - //22) + 4 4- 2/7i2^2i + ^13^31 + 
+ 6/7i3^32 + ^32^/23 + (^11 - ^722)' . 
(6?3)i3 = //13(^21 + ^ ~ ^^11 + ^^33) - 3/723(2 + /7ii + /712) -
^ 3//b ^ ^^3 , 
(6)3)23 == /723(3^/33 - ^'/22 + 9 - 2;/2i) - З//21//13 - 3//^з , 
(6)з)з1 = //3i(3//33 - 3 /̂11 - 9 - 2/72i) - З/721/732 + 3/7^1 , 
(6>З)З2 = 3^3i(2 - ' ^2 - ^/12) + ^/32(3^33 - З/722 + ^21 - 9) + 
'/7,0(^21 - ^11 - ^) + ^20(^22 - 2/7ii ~ ^12 - 6) + 
^^ _ ( + ^3o(5^i3 + ^23) - fl'io ~ n'20 
^//10^21 " ^20(3 + 2/721 + ^722) + 5/730//23 ~ n'iQ 
-АПюПъг " ^^2o(^3i + 2/732) + ^Пъо{Пъъ ~ 6) + 2/7;o/ 
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Adding equations (2) for the coefficients with the indices ii, i = 1, 2, 3, we get 
«2 = - 2 ; further, we have 3rj22^121 - ^21 = 0. The other equations from (2) are 
(10) 8 + 3rj,^rj2i + Г121П22 + 3//23^32 = ^1 , 
3^13'731 - ^ПИ - 3^23^32 + ^2l('?22 " Пи) = Пи . 
(4 + ^11 - ПиУ - 4 + 7̂12̂ 21 - 2̂ у1з?7з1 - ^З1^2з + ^П12П22 -
- 2?/з2^23 = {Пи - ^иУ ' 
^1з(3 - 3f/ii + rj2i + З^/зз) - ^2з(8 + 3f/ii + З1712) = 3/у;з + ^23 . 
^2З(ЗА?ЗЗ - 3 /̂22 + 3 - 2^/21) ~ 3?/21^1з = 3//^з . 
3^21^32 + ^731(3 - 3^/33 + 3^11 + 2r]2i) = 3ri21 , 
V2i{3rj22 - 3?/i2 " 8) + ^32(3 - 3?7зз + 3rj22 + Vil) = П21 + 3^32 . 
Пю = ^1о(2^21 - ^11 - 5) "̂  ^2о(2^21 + 2̂ 722 - 2^11 - ?/12 - 3) + 
+ ^7зо(5^1з - 4|72з)' 
^20 = -ПюПи - ^2о(5 + 2//21 + ^22) + 5?/зо^2з . 
?7зо = 2;у1о^з1 + П2о{П21 + 2̂ 3̂2) + ^зо(4 - ^зз) • 
Now equations (10) must be solved. First we shall try to simplify them by speciahzing 
the lift using the group Hi- To do it, we have to consider various cases. 
a) /̂ 21 4= 0. Then also ?7з1 Ф 0 and from (8) we see that the lift of the motion can 
be changed in such a way that /̂31 = //21» ^32 = 0- Then also 3?/2з = ^2i- Denote 
YI22 = s. Equations (10) will simpHfy to {r\2i = ^31 = З5, 7723 = s, ц^2 = 0) 
(11) 8 + 9ri^^s + 35^ = ai , 5(3^13 - 8 + ^22 - ^11) = s', 
(4 + rj^^ ~ Г122У - 4 + 6?7i25 " 6f/i35 - 3s^ + (^11 - ^22)' = 0 , 
3^13(1 " ^/u + ^33 + 5) - s(8 + 3^11 + 3/̂ 12) = З^/и + s' , 
5(1 - 3?/i3 - 25 + /̂33 - ^22) = 5' , s(l + 25 - /733 + П11) = s' , 
5(3/722 + 3̂ 712 - 8) = 5' , 
^io = ^10(65 - f/n - 5) + /720(65 + 2/722 - 2//11 - /712 - 3) + 
+ ^3o(5^/i3 - 45), 
^io = -3^10« - ^20(5 + 65 + /722) + 5/7зо5 , 
^30 = 6//io5 + 3/7205 + /730(4 - /733) . 
The sum of the second, fifth and sixth equation from (11) gives s' = —2s. Sub­
stitution in the second, fifth and seventh equation in (11) gives /7̂ 2 = 2 — /722, 
/7ii = — 2(3 + 2s + /722), 7̂13 = i(9 -- 2s — З/722). Substitution in the fourth and 
third equation in (11) gives З/722 = 3 - IO/722 + З/722, 7̂22 = 4//22 ~ 12. Hence we 
have /722 ~ 6/722 + 9 = 0, so /722 = const., Ц22 = 0 and the only possibility for 
^22 is /722 = 3. The result is 
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s 
The equations for rjQ are 
17 
r]2o = -35A/10 - (6s + 8) г]2о + 5sf/3o , 
f/зо = 6sr]io + З5//20 + (4 - s) /̂30 . 
3 
The solution for rjo can be written in the form /70 = Z ^ißh where C,- are constants 
of integration and 
/Xi = З5 ^ h /^2 = 
\ 35-^ + 6 5 - 7 
Let now rj2i = 0. Then f/23^31 = 0. The first two equations from (10) give 8 + 
+ 6??1з̂ /з1 = 8 + 6г]2зГ1з2 = ^1- If /̂31 + Ö, then /̂23 = 0 and â  = 8. If ?i3i = 0, 
then also ai = 8. So in all the following cases we have «2 = ~ 2 , ai = 8and?723^3i = 
= ^13^31 = ^23^32 = 0. 
b) rj2i = 0, 7̂з1 Ф 0. Then f723 = ^13 = 0; we can speciahze the lift of the motion 
to get ^32 = 0, f/31 = L Equations (10) will now be 
(4 + tUi - niif + (^11 - ^2^' = 4 , 3^12 + 3̂ 722 = 8 , ^33 - ^11 == 1 • 
Let и be any solution of the differential equation u' + Зм^ - 4w = 0. Then either 
M = f(l - 5^)~\ where s' = - 2 5 , or ы = 0. Further, ц^^ - Ц22 = - 6 + Зм and 
so ^,1 = - I + t/, ^22 = X - 2w, ^33 = - f + ", ?7i2 = - 1 + 2w, the others 
vanish. ?7o can be written similarly as in a), where 
\^i = ехр(-зО 
for M = 0. 
с) Y\2\ = ^31 = 0, t]23 ={= 0. Then //32 = 0 and we specialize to ^23 = 1' ^13 = 0-
Equations (10) will be 
(4 + rj,, - ^722)' + (^u - ^̂ 22)' = 4 , 3rj,, + 3rj,2 = - 8 , ^22 - ^33 = 1 . 
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Let и be as in the case b). Then 
' ; i i = - T + 2 w , » 7 2 2 = i - w , '/33 = I - « , »у12 = 1 - 2 м , 
rj,, = 1{4C2S' - 4C2s3 - Сз^-^ + C,s^) (1 - s2)-2/3 , 
ri2o = KC3S- ' + 2C,s') (1 - 5 )̂1/3 , n.o = C3S-XI - 5 )̂1/3 
for II Ф 0, 
/̂10 = -fC'2 exp ( - ^ 0 + Ci exp ( - | r ) , 
^ho = 1^3 exp (ft) + C2 exp (--3-r), 
^30 = C3 exp ( to 
for w = 0. 
d) /̂21 = f/31 = f/23 = 0. Let rj^2 + Ö, f/32 Ф 0. Then we can specialize to 7̂32 = 
= ^^13' '^o > 0, г = ± L No further specialization is possible, so we put rj^2 = Ö> 
the lift is fixed up to a constant matrix. Equations (10) will be 
(4 + ;/ii - ^22)^ + (^11 - ^22)' + 6e^?3 = 4 , 
7̂13(1 - ^11 + 'Ьз) =̂  ?71з(-1 + /̂33 - ^22) = ^Пз • 
First we obtain /̂33 = 0, f/22 = -?7ii, '^и^Гз^ = 1 - '?ii- Denote ?7i3 = v~'^^^'. 
Then t; must be a solution of i;" + 12z;' + 32t; = - 6 e . Further, we get 
??ii = 1 + 'Wv~^ , ??22 = - 1 - ii^'t;"^ , ?7з2 = ^^'~'^^ ^ 
^io = -^10(6 + iv'ir') - ?72o(7 + 2v'v-') + 5^/30?;"'̂ ^ , 
^20 = ^2o(-4 + it^'i^"^) , /730 = 2 /̂2oei;"^^^ + 4/730 • 
Denote Я(г) = jj^ ê ^ i;(z) dz for a suitable to- Then 
7̂,0 = ( - З С 2 Я - 2C2e^'t; - |eC2e^^ + -СзС^^' + C^Q-^'V''^^ , 
ri2o = C2e-^^t;^/^ , ^30 = - Ф C,^~^' + Сзе^^. 
e) ^21 = 7̂31 = '/23 = ^32 = 0, ?7i3 Ф 0. Then we get /712 = 0, /713 = 1 by spe­
cialization again up to a constant matrix only. Denote и as in the case b). Then 
Пи = ~ i + w, ^22 = ¥ - 2w, ?7зз = - | + w, 
n,o = ii^C^s''^' - C,s''l' + iC35-«/^ + C,5^^^)(l - s^Y'l' , 
^20 = C25^^/^(l - s^l^ , ;73o = Сз5-«/^(1 - 5^)-^/^ 
for w Ф 0 and 
n.o = Ci exp ( - ^ 0 - IC2 exp ( - ^ r ) -f \c, exp ( f t ) , П20 = C, exp ( - f r ) , 
7̂30 = C3 exp (^r ) 
for w = 0. 
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f) t]ij = 0 for / Ф j \ ij = 1, 2, 3. Then we can also suppose /hi = 0, г]зз = ~^22-
Let и be as in the case b). Then t]22 = 6 — 3i/, 
f1,o = ^~'[C^s' +lC2{3s' - 5 ^ ) ] , 
fUo = C , e - V ( l - s'), 7̂30 = C,s-\l ~ s')"' 
for li Ф 0 and 
f7io = Q e - ^ ' - f C , e - ^ ^ 4 ^2o = C,e-^^S //зо - СзС^«' 
for и = 0. 
This covers all subcases of i). In all of them we have a2 = — 2, â  = 8. This means 
that the differential equation for the trajectories of points is X'" = --1X" + %X'. 
The solution is X = ^o 4- e^e"''"^ + езС^', where {AQ, e^, 62} is a suitable frame in 
the affine plane. All such curves are affinely equivalent to the curve y = 1/x .̂ 
Differential equations for the Frenet frames ^ = {Ä, e^, 62, e^} in the moving 
space and ^ = {A, e^, 62, e^] in the fixed space of the motion are 
(12) Ш' = M{rj ~- 0)), M' = ^{rj + со), respectively . 
The Frenet frames ^ and ^ are the canonical (or Frenet) frames of the moving and 
fixed axoids of the motion respectively. This means that A[t) is the poloid, A(t) + 
+ À еДг), A(t) + À ез(г) are two ruled surfaces, A(t) + X e^{t) + /i €2(1) is a system 
of planes and similarly for the moving space. These objects describe the motion 
similarly as axoids do in the case of a Euclidean space motion. To find explicit expres­
sions for axoids we have to solve (12) in all subcases a) —f). For the sake of simplicity 
we shall write these solutions in the form of matrices g^ and g2^ where 
(13) ^ - ^ 0 - ^ 1 , ^ = ^ 0 - ^ 2 -
Further, we write 
where 
3 _ ^ _ 
Ti = Ло + XI ^Ль '̂ 2 = ^0 + Z ^Ль ^"^^ ^i ^^^ constants of integration specified 
above. Solutions of (12) are the following: (in b), c), e), f) for w Ф 0 only): 





/ 1 2 , -16(1 -s^y\ 0 \ 
\ - б 5 , 45(1 - s^)-!, 12s/ 
/I2s, -4s{l + s^){l - s^)-\ 0 "̂  
7, = f,(l - s^y/^ I 0, 12{l-s')-\ 0 
3 s - \ s-\l - 3s^)(l - s ' ) - ^ 125-^y 
^2 = ( 65^ I , Ä 
/12(1 - s'), 4(1 + 5^), 2(1 - s')\ 
y ^ = U l - s r " 4 0, 12s-^ 3s- i ^ 
\ 0, 0, 12s 
^12s(l - 5^), 16s, - 4 s 
y, = j L ( i _ , 2 ^ - i / 3 | 0, 12, _ 6 
0, 0, 12s -^ 
/2s= - 2зЛ / 0 
/Se^'y, 8Й + ee^', 2e2'i;i/2 
71 = i t > - " M o , 
\0, 
8, 0 
/8y, - 8 Я - 2£, -4r '^^ 
? 2 = i i ' ~ ' ' M 0 , 8e-2', 0 
\o , 2£e2', 8e''i!i/2y 
16K + 16L - |ee 9o^ -2A ^|e«'\ 
, Лз = I 0 
I6e2 
/32M + 16iV - |ге"'*'\ /O 
^ 2 = fe -* ' , Л з = 0 
\0 / W'l 
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where M = j;„ H(z) e"«" dz, JV = j;„ v{z) Q'*' dz, К = |;„ H(z) e^'^" dz, L 
= j;„<;(z)e-^^dz. 
/6, ( s ^ - 3 ) ( l - s y M \ 
e) ŷ  = i s - ' / % l - s^y /4 0, 6s-»(l - %^)-\ 0 , 
\0, 0, 6s7 
/6s, (3s - s ' ) ( l - s ' ) - ' , - 3 s \ 
7 2 = ^ 5 - 1 / ^ ( 1 - 5 ^ / 4 0 , 6(1 - s ^ ) - ' , 0 , 
\0, 0, 6 / 
/ | s - \ 
Лз == 0 I , the others as in c) . 
\6s-v 
/6, ( s ^ - 3 ) ( l - s ^ ) - i , 0 \ 
f) 7 i = i e ' 0, 6 s - > ( l - s ^ ) - ' , 0 
\0 , 0, 6 s 2 ( l - s 2 ) e - 7 
/6, ( s ^ - 3 ) ( l - s T ' > 0 \ 
y, = i e - ' 0, 6s- i ( l - s ^ ) - \ 0 
\ 0 , 0, 6 ( l - s ^ ) e 7 
/ ' \ ^3 = I 0 , the others as in c) . 
\ 6 s - / 
Now for u = 0: 
/ 1, 0, 0\ (s, i s , 0 \ 
b) y, = s'iH 0, s--^o , y, = s^/4o, s -^o К 
\ - i s , 0, s/ \ i s - \ i s - ' , s - 7 
the others as in b) for u + 0. 
/s , - i s , i s \ / s ^ 0, 0 \ 
c) n = s i / M 0 , s - M s - M , y, = s ' /M0, s - \ - i s - i , 
\0 , 0, 1 / \0 , 0, s-^ / 
6 s n _ / 4s*\ 
Л, = | - 9 s 4 , Л2 = - 6 s ^ 
0 I 0 
the others as in c) for u ф 0. 
I l l 
e) 71 
A is as in e) for u + 0 . 
f) 
y^ = 5̂ /2 j Q̂  ^,-3^ Q j ^ ^ ^^ |j^ f) for W Ф 0 . 
Now g = ^lö'J^ is the matrix of the motion. Write 
' 1 , 0) 
0 \ rr 
Then 7 = 7^72 ^^ T = T^ — уТ2. Choosing suitably AQ and AQ we can write T = 
3 
= Y, С it I. The result is: 
i = i 
(14) As-i + i -5^ 0 
a) 7 = 0 , 3 s - ' , i 1, «1 
s-\ - 1 4 - i 5 ^ -|Уз\ 
b ) c ) e ) f ) y = ( 0, s" ' , |V2 for м ф О , 
• |v„ 0, ŝ  / 
.5- ' , - i ^ ^ iv3\ 
0, s" ' , |V2 for M = 0 . 
•iv„ 0, ŝ  / 
/ 0 \ /0 
1̂ = I 0 1, ^ 2 = 5 ^ , ^ 3 = 0 I, where v ,̂ V2, V3 are either 1 or 0 
\o/ \o/ V 
and at most one of them is equal to 1. 
d) 7 = 0, s " ' , 0 ] , where D^, Dj are any constants, e = + 1 and T 
is the same as in b). 
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Theorem 1. Every equiaffine Darboux motion with the instantaneous motion 
preserving exactly two intersecting lines and a plane containing one of them is 
equivalent to one of those listed in (14). 
Now we have to do the same for the case ii. As the procedure is very similar, we 
present only the results. 
Theorem 2. Every equiaffine Darboux motion with the instantaneous motion 
preserving a pencil of lines and one more line through its center is equivalent to 
one from (15): 
(15) 
where v^, V2 are either 1 or 0 and at most one of them is equal to 1, Cj, i = 1, 2, 3 
are constants. 
Theorem 3. Every equiaffine Darboux motion with the tangent operator having 
a double characteristic root has trajectories of all points affinely equivalent to 
the curve y = x~^. 
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